
7) Kevin buys an alarm clock at the mall. The price of the alarm clock is £17.76. How much change does he receive, 

if Kevin pays for the clock with a twenty-pound note?

8) Juan has saved up £50.00. If he buys a bicycle for £49.00, how much money is left with Juan? 
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7) Kevin buys an alarm clock at the mall. The price of the alarm clock is £17.76. How much change does he receive, 

if Kevin pays for the clock with a twenty-pound note?

8) Juan has saved up £50.00. If he buys a bicycle for £49.00, how much money is left with Juan? 

£2.24

£1.00

1) 2)
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4)

5) 6)
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for 14.25.£
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for 47.03.£

You bought

for 8.99.£

Answer key
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